No Limit to High-Tonnage Conveying Solutions

CONVEYING PORT, TERMINAL RETAIL & INDUSTRIAL

LAYCO® yargus
MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS
Complex conveying systems are designed for high-tonnage loading. System components can include the required combination of Layco Bucket Elevator Legs, Overhead Conveyors, Transfer Conveyors, Shuttle Conveyors, Feed Hoppers with or without Conditioners and Delumpers, Tower Blend Systems and Tanks.

**Industrial Systems**
Custom Engineered Blend and Conveyor Systems for simple to complex, large-scale operations.
- Bulk fertilizer, salt, sand and much more

**Inland Terminal**
Custom designed for quick unloading rail or barges.
- Barge Hoppers with Conditioners or Delumpers available

**Retail Facilities**
Affordable Rail and Truck Receiving Systems for all of your blending needs.
- Batch Blending, Continuous Flow and Straight Loadout Systems

**River and Ocean Port Unloading Systems**
Capable of unloading materials from ships to hopper systems to rail/truck load-out systems.

**Blend Systems • Conveyor Systems • Towers • Coating Systems**
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